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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a novel framework for unsupervised audio source separation
using a deep autoencoder. The characteristics of unknown source signals mixed
in the mixed input is automatically by properly configured autoencoders imple-
mented by a network with many layers, and separated by clustering the coeffi-
cient vectors in the code layer. By investigating the weight vectors to the final
target, representation layer, the primitive components of the audio signals in the
frequency domain are observed. By clustering the activation coefficients in the
code layer, the previously unknown source signals are segregated. The original
source sounds are then separated and reconstructed by using code vectors which
belong to different clusters. The restored sounds are not perfect but yield promis-
ing results for the possibility in the success of many practical applications.
1 INTRODUCTION
In audio analysis applications such as speech recognition and audio-text alignment, the clean tar-
get sound helps improve the quality of analysis while noisy input may disturb the analysis pro-
cess. In a situation that we only have recordings from a single sensor, the problem is very difficult
and hence no general solution has been found. Masking in the spectro-temporal region was pro-
posed in Hu & Wang (2004) where the separation mask was constructed by estimated speech pitch.
Such method worked well in extracting speech from noisy environment, but the performance is
not guaranteed if the target source is not a speech signal. Several separation methods based on
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) was proposed to solve the monaural source separation
problem (Raj et al., 2010). NMF utilized the redundancy of the sound spectrogram for source sepa-
ration. NMF-based methods works for various types of sources. However, the mixing is assumed to
be a non-negative linear mixing, and it cannot handle complex sound sources.
In this paper, we propose applying a deep autoencoder (Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006) to the single-
channel, source separation problem. The autoencoders constructed by networks with many hidden
layers have been successfully adopted in many applications, such as image and audio denoising,
speech recognition, data compression, and so on. Unlike other applications, our proposed method
tries to apply the autoencoder to solve the problem of unsupervised audio source separation. The
characteristics of sound sources in the input mixture are learned and stored in a deep autoencoder,
and an appropriate source separation algorithm based on unsupervised learning is proposed. Exper-
imental results on mixtures of 5 types of music and 2 types of speech signals suggest that the coef-
ficients in the encoding layer is useful in distinguishing and separating the unknown target sources.
The detailed descriptions are in the following sections.
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2 SOURCE SEPARATION USING AUTOENCODER
In order to learn an autoencoder for audio source mixtures, we first apply short-time Fourier analysis
to the time-domain audio signal, resulting magnitude spectrum matrix denoted by Xc,m, where c is
the frequency channel index and m the temporal frame index. For the input to the autoencoder, we
construct a rectangular window with consecutive frequency channel and time index, such that
Wi,j = {Xc,m|i ≤ c < i+ h, j ≤ m < j + l}, (1)
where Wi,j is the window starting from frequency channel i and frame j of the magnitude spectra,
where h and l are the height and length of the windows, respectively. The rectangular windows are
then unrolled into supervectors for the autoencoder training. The data set is generated by shifting the
window one frame in time axis or one frame in frequency axis from all the input spectrum matrix.
We designed an autoencoder with 5 hidden layers, which have 50, 18, 6, 18, and 50 units, respec-
tively, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The structure of autoencoder for source separation.
Because there is no labeled training data for the unknown sources, a k-means clustering is performed
on the 6-dimensional coefficient vectors of the middle layer. The whole process of the clustering is
shown in Figure 2. In this method, we consider the feature vectors of the windows extracted using
the autoencoder from different clusters for different sound sources. According to the clustering
result of the feature vectors, the windows are also classified into the clusters, and original audio
sources are reconstructed using the vectors in the given cluster only.
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Figure 2: The block diagram of the clustering-based source separation method.
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, source separation experiments were carried
out on a mixtures of 5 different music sounds and 2 different speech sources. The speech sources are
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selected from TIMIT speech corpus, and music sounds are jazz, drum, acoustic guitar, electric guitar
and piano. These speech and music sounds were mixed together, generating 2× 5 = 10 mixtures in
total. The audio sounds are sampled at 8 kHz, and only 8 seconds are used in training the respective
autoencoders. The spectrogram matrix of the mixtures are obtained by short-time Fourier analysis
with frame length 40 ms and shift size 10 ms. For window generation in Equation 1, h = 30 and
l = 5 were used, which were decided empirically. Figure 3 shows 10 selected examples from the
total 50 weight vectors connecting all the nodes in the last hidden layer to one of the nodes in the
final output layer. The input is male speech and jazz music mixture. Four of them represents the
change of the spectral peaks over time: third, fourth, fifth, and seventh, which reflect the temporal
change of harmonics of speech signals. The remaining six vectors are composed of straight lines
over time, modeling the stationary frequency components of music signals. Figure 4 represents the
mask constructed by clustering all the code vectors of dimension 6 in the middle layer. The first and
the second clusters are jazz music, with slowly changing spectral peaks, and the third and the fourth
clusters are mostly speech sounds. These results show that the validity of the proposed method.
Figure 3: Example windows constructed by the weights to the last target layer for jazz and male
speech mixture.
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Figure 4: Separation masks constructed by reconstructed vectors in each of 4 clusters for jazz and
male speech mixture.
4 CONCLUSIONS
An application of autoencoders to audio source separation is proposed. The spectrum matrix ob-
tained by short-time Fourier analysis is used for the initial representation of the mixed source signal,
and a deep autoencoder is used to represent the spatio-temporal local parts of the spectrum matrix.
The code coefficients in the middle layer of the autoencoder is used as a feature for distinguishing
audio sources. The main contribution of the proposed method is that the characteristics of unknown
sources are extracted from the mixed signals. Although the experimental results are not complete
yet, ongoing efforts are being made to improve the proposed method.
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